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Tips for having the POA
discussion with your family
Global events earlier this year created unanticipated market
turbulence, demonstrating that it’s sometimes impossible
to plan for everything in life. It’s a good example of why the
present is a great time as a family to discuss the importance
of designating a power of attorney (POA).
Designating a power of attorney is an
issue that should be addressed well in
advance of when you need it.
With a POA designation in place, if you
are incapacitated and unable to make
decisions, somebody will be in a legal
position to do so for you. A durable
financial POA can step in to handle
your financial matters when you are
no longer able to, or no longer wish to
retain control.
A financial POA is distinct from a health
care POA, which only allows you to
delegate important medical decisions.
You can become incapacitated and
unable to handle your own financial
affairs at any age, but the risk increases
as you grow older. If you are already
retired or about to be, you should give
serious thought to making a power of
attorney designation, and discussing
your decision with your family.

as an attorney) to take on POA
responsibilities. The goal is to have a
trusted and reliable surrogate in place
to make key financial decisions on your
behalf if you are no longer capable of
doing so. The trust factor is critical,
because you don’t want to be exposed
to a situation where the person with
the POA designation takes advantage of
their position.
Married couples may consider each
other as their most-trusted surrogate;
however, as both grow older, each
person could lose the capacity to
make decisions.
It may make sense to name someone
else, such as a trusted adult child, to
carry the responsibility. Another option
when you establish a POA designation
is to name successors who can step in if
the primary designate is no longer able
to fulfill the role.
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Tips for having the POA discussion with your family, continued

Roles and responsibilities
The two primary parties involved in the
POA arrangement are:
• The principal, who identifies the
individual or entity who will be
responsible for making decisions if
the principal is no longer able to; and
• The agent, the individual or entity
designated to fulfill the power of
attorney role.
The principal should carefully consider
the specific powers granted to the
agent in the POA document. Should the
agent be able to change beneficiaries
or gift money to themselves or others?
These powers, if exploited by an agent,
may lead to abuse and family disputes.
Carefully read through each section of
the POA document before signing.
The agent may not be familiar with
the fiduciary role to which they have
been appointed. It is important that
the agent understands their four
primary responsibilities:
• M
 ake decisions that are in the best
interest of the principal, superseding
the agent’s own interests or those
of others.

• M
 anage money and property with
care on behalf of the principal,
being sure that bills are paid, debts
are collected and all investment
decisions are prudent.
• N
 ever commingle the principal’s
money or property with
anybody else’s.
• K
 eep accurate records of all financial
transactions, including payments,
expenses and investments.

A sense of urgency is appropriate
You never know when a health issue
will arise that may leave you unable
to manage your own financial affairs.
It may be a physical concern, or a
cognitive challenge (such as dementia
or Alzheimer’s). If a POA is designated
prior to that time, and you’ve
communicated your decision with
your family, you know you’ve prepared
for this circumstance. With no such
designation in place, significant issues
can occur that may complicate your
financial life.
Try to avoid doing it at the last minute,
or failing to do it at all.

The ability to establish a POA
designation is something that
individuals can take upon themselves
without having to deal with courts. It is,
however, a legal document, and in many
states, you are required to complete
appropriate paperwork and have all
signatures notarized.
While an attorney isn’t required, it’s
important to confirm that documents
are drawn up correctly and with
appropriate specifications. Each state
offers a standard power of attorney form
that can be used, but if an attorney is
feasible for you to consider, it makes
sense to enlist those services.
Planning for potential incapacity in the
future should be part of your retirement
and estate planning conversations. Talk
to your financial professional and your
attorney to determine how to get the
process started.
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Why a process-oriented wealth plan is important
As we adjust to new norms from
COVID-19 and market turbulence, there
will be some paradigm shifts in our lives,
the world and the investing landscape.
A wealth plan that incorporates the past,
as well as the new opportunities ahead,
is always an imperative discussion,
exercise and process.
The turbulence in the S&P 500 daily
movements since the peak of the market
in February 2020 was historic. Only time
will tell if March 23, 2020 will prove to
be the market low for the year, but if you
look at 12 historical recessions you will
find that on average (excluding the year
2001) the S&P 500 bottomed five months
before a recession ended.
A recession is defined as a fall in GDP in
back-to-back quarters. The COVID-19
recession and bear market are on par
with the previous five recessionary bear
markets in the sense that the peak-totrough correction (-35%) was in line
with the average (-38%). For this reason,
the magnitude of the selloff in light of a
recession may not be surprising.
However, this time was different because
of the time it took for stocks to move
from their late February all-time highs
to the March 23 recessionary lows.
Going back to 1982, equity markets
have historically taken 311 trading days
to move from peaks to troughs. The
COVID-19 bear market cut the 311-day
peak-to-trough average by more than
90% to just 27 trading days. Early 2020
saw a roughly average recessionary
correction materialize in one-tenth the
time it has historically taken.
Investors often experience varying
emotions during turbulent markets.
Having a plan in place may help
one negotiate those emotions. An
investor should reflect on his or her
own appetite for volatility, short- and
long-term financial goals and timeline
for achievement.

Psychological influences on
wealth plans
Behavioral finance principles may
influence investor decision-making in
both bear and bull markets. However,
the outsized daily changes in portfolio
values, as investors have experienced
recently, presents a good opportunity to
highlight the psychological influences
and biases that may cause problems for
investors. They often are accelerated
when the market has outsized daily
movements clustered together, as we
have seen recently.
Watch out for the following behavioral
finance concepts that may sway your
portfolio choices during times like these.
Loss aversion — The idea that losing
money is more painful than the joy
of gaining the same amount. Many
investors remember the years their
portfolios may have decreased 10%, but
can’t remember the exact years their
portfolios grew 10%.
Disposition bias — This centers on the
idea that investors are often more willing
to sell investments that have performed
well and keep those that have not, even
if the initial facts around those moneylosing investments have changed.

Confirmation bias — The theory that
investors often lean on or cherry-pick
information to support an alreadydeveloped investment decision
they formalized.
Familiarity bias — When investors
invest in what they know—including
products they use or places they shop.
Experiential bias — When memories of
historic events influence investors that
one of those events could occur again,
such as a global financial crisis.
Most people engage in these thoughts
and practices. Life events, goals and the
unexpected occurrences in the market—
which happen more often than investors
would like—make having a well-defined
process-oriented plan an imperative
necessity when investing for the future.
Work with your financial professional
to confirm your wealth plan is meeting
your risk tolerance, goals and timeline,
and to discuss if changes are needed
within your portfolio.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Experience the freedom of mobile
wealth management
Like many busy American clients today,
you’re not letting the social distancing
measures intended to curb the global
pandemic slow you down. You may
use your smartphone or tablet for any
number of activities. Staying in touch
with friends and family. Streaming
movies and television. Checking the
weather. Now you can use your mobile
device to have instant access to your
investment accounts.

Try the refreshed mobile app
When taking care of your other daily
activities while you are staying safe,
why not also check out your portfolio
of accounts? Now it will be easier than
ever, because there’s a mobile app
available. It’s a practical tool for clients
who want to stay in the know—and an
ideal solution for times like these.
The RBC Connect app is free for both
Apple and Android users from the App
Store® and Google Play™. Just search
“RBC Connect” and follow the simple
download instructions.
To access your account information,
use your same ID and password that
you use to log in to the desktop version
your online account access website
(which you must be registered for before
you download the app—contact your
financial professional for help with this,
if you are not already set up for online
account information access).
You can use the app to view your
accounts and review your investment
mix, account level performance data and
other key information. The app also gives
you the ability to contact your financial
professional at the touch of a button.

A new value-added feature of the
app is the ability to make mobile
check deposits. All you need to do
is take a photo of the front and back
of your check made payable to the
account owner to deposit it into your
eligible account.
If you have checking account services
associated with your Investment Access®
Account and/or standard account, you
can order new checks featuring mobile
check deposit optimization, including
enhanced security functionality and
enhanced tracking capabilities. Contact
your financial professional for help
ordering checks.
You can use your app any time
anywhere you have an internet
connection. We will continue to
enhance and update the mobile app
to bring you the right features and
functions. We want to give you the
flexibility and convenience to access
your financial information wherever you
are, whenever you want.

Enjoy the convenience
of Apple Pay
In addition to the mobile app, clients
with Apple devices have the convenient
option of Apple Pay®. Instead of having
to carry your debit card with you or
go through the hassle of constantly
entering payment and contact
information for online purchases, you
can “pay and go” with just one touch of
your iPhone.

If you have an RBC Visa® Platinum
Debit Card associated with one of your
accounts, you can link your debit card
to Apple Pay®, using your iPhone, iPad
or Apple Watch. And, of course, neither
RBC nor Apple will charge you for using
Apple Pay.
Consider exploring the mobile wealth
management tools available to you.
They can save you time and effort—and
maybe make your hectic life a little
more manageable.
For more information on any of
our mobile wealth management
services, please contact your
financial professional.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPad are
trademarks of Apple Inc. App Store is a service
mark of Apple Inc.
Android, Google Play and the Google Play logo are
trademarks of Google LLC.
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Women investors: Identify your money mindset
Everyone has a different approach to money, which could influence how
every individual invests. Some people are frugal, while others identify with
owning the latest that life has to offer. The money mindset you have helps
shape how you behave with your overall finances throughout your life, and
should help determine the wealth plan you and your financial professional
establish to achieve your financial goals. For women investors in particular,
understanding your money behaviors can help you become stronger and
more confident in your financial investments.
Dr. Brad Klontz, a noted financial psychologist, has identified four common
money scripts that can define one’s point of view. The Women and wealth:
A planning workbook available from RBC may help you determine which
script plays a role in your financial life. Regardless of your gender, it may be
practical to understand the mindset that frames the way you think about
your money.
These money scripts identify the emotional relationship you have
with money. Often emotions can override rational behavior when it
comes to money matters, making it important for women to identify
if they are responding to emotions or rational thought when making
investing decisions.
Each mindset has strengths and weaknesses when it is applied to
investment decision-making. If you find yourself centered specifically in
one mindset, you may have too much focus on some of the negatives. Plus,
you miss out on positives found in other mindsets—positives that could
strengthen your overall wealth plan.
Knowing what your natural money script tendencies are, and identifying
new money scripts you want to achieve, allows you to make better investing
and financial choices at every opportunity. Your new money script may be
more balanced, allowing you to better meet your investing goals.
As you identify your current money script and the money script you’re
working toward, it’s good to bring your financial professional on board,
especially if your investing goals change in the process.
Work with your financial professional to develop an updated wealth plan
centered around your targeted money script behaviors. You can also ask
him or her for a complimentary copy of Women and wealth: A planning
workbook, which includes worksheets for planning your spending,
retirement expenses and legacy.
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